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Aroused Bears Favored
Over Bobcats in State
Series Opening Contest
Maine Squad To Be
At Full Strength
For Encounter

Many Parents
Visit University

BRICE OPTIMISTIC

20% Increase Shown
Over Last Year's
Attendance

Fox Seeks Fifteenth
Victory of Career
Over Moreymen
By Dave Astor
With "Remember Last Year"
as the battle cry a revengeful
and determined University of
Maine eleven will open the biggest little series in the east—the
Maine State Series—with Bates
here Saturday.
-1:cinninber last year," reads the
big sign in the varsity locker room.
"Remember last year, are the words
each player mutters upon being asked
concerning the coming encounter. Last
year, it will be remembered. Maine
was robbed of a certain tie with Bates,
and at least a tie for the State Series
championship, because of a referee's
blunder which caused a Maine touchdown to be called back.
With this lust for revenge and the
marked improvement that the squad
has shown in each game the Pale Blue,
on paper at least, is a sure winner
over Bates.
Maine Has Advantage
The Black Bears also have the psychological advantage of never having
lost a home State Series encounter in
the past eight years. It must be recalled too, that since Coach Fred
Brice has been head football coach,
Maine boasts of 14 wins to 4 losses
and one tie over the Garnets.
"I don't expect to lose this game,"
replied Coach Brice, when asked of
the chalices for his fifteenth win, "but
I do expect a much harder battle than
we've had in the past two weeks."
Bates has definitely been holding
(Continued on Page Three)

Three hundred and sixty-six parents,
representing 236 families, attended the
second annual Freshmen-Parents' Day,
held last Saturday at the University of
Maine. This is an increase of 60
parents over last year. The majority
of the parents were from Maine, with
Massachusetts sending twenty and
New Hampshire, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, and Rhode Island
each sending one or more.
The supper at Memorial Gymnasium
climaxed the day's events, with guest
speakers, including Mrs Louis Libby,
of Old Town, who spoke on behalf of
the mothers; Frank Barrows, of New
Jersey, on behalf of the fathers; and
Percy E. Crane, director of admissions, on behalf of the college. Michael
Habern, temporary president of the
class, also spoke briefly.
A short musical program was presented by members of the freshman
class. Dean Arthur L. Deering presided.
The morning program consisted of
a freshman football game against
Ricker, a cross country race, a military drill, and a chance for the parents
to visit the professors and the various
classrooms and laboratories.
In the afternoon, parents, accompanied by freshmen, were admitted free
of charge to the Maine-Connecticut
football game. after which a short
social gathering was held in Memorial
Gymnasium preceding the supper.

Rehearsing for "Heartbreak House"

Alumni Association Will Pay
Tribute to Athletic Board
At Homecoming Next Week
Stress Tempo Crossland Talks Alumni Faculty
At Rehearsals To Freshmen Luncheon Is
Big Event
Alumni Ass'n
Bricker Sets Fast Pace
For Masque Cast
Of Shaw's Play

Work of
Explained To Forum
By Secretary

Alumni Homecoming week-end and
Tempo is now being stressed in the
rehearsals of the forthcoming Masque Freshmen-Parents' Day are products
;production, "Heartbreak House," to of the alumni association, said Charles
E. Crossland, Alumni Secretary, who
:be presented on Nov. 2, 3, 4.
"Pick up your cues, keep things addressed the freshman forum at the
moving," Herschel Bricker, Masque M.C.A. .Monday night.
functioning
Association,
The
director, told the cast headed by Fred
Libby and Virginia Howe. "Tempo through twenty members, keeps in
is all-important in keeping the action touch with 10,000 people of the 68
classes of the University, he declared.
The Masque rehearses for "Heartbreak House," which is to be presented from lagging."
November 2, 3, and 4. From left to right: Virginia Howe, who will play
In "Heartbreak House- George It is constantly informing interested
the part of Ellie Dunn; Barbara Welch, who will alternate in the part of Bernard Shaw intended to symbolize graduates of the whereabouts of their
Mrs. Husabye; Allan Rosenberg, who will play the part of Hector Husabye; Europe in the years just preceding the former classmates and of the L'niverand Director Herschel Bricker.
war. He wanted to show the futility sitys' activities with the aid of its
Anof the guilded society that drifted in magazine, the Maine Alumnus.
a pleasant, aimless life toward destruc- other function which the Association
tion. "'Heartbreak House' is cul- performs is to give recommendations
tured, leisured Europe before the war," to persons seeking employees.

HONOR GUESTS
Barrows and Hauck
Will Be Chief
Speakers

Present and past members of
the University Athletic Board,
including alumni, trustees, resident faculty members, and presmembers,
ent undergraduate
will be invited as special guests
of the Alumni Association to receive tribute at the eighth annual Alumni Homecoming on
Saturday, Oct. 29, Charles E.
Crossland, Alumni Secretary,
announced today.
At the Alunmi-Faculty luncheon
Saturday noon before the Colby game,
The new concrete grandstand was the big event of the Homecoming prosaid in his preface.
gram, the invited guests will receive
The play was not produced for years built by the alumni council, which also
tribute from the assembled alumni for
after it was written. Shaw finished it helped to establish the bookstore, said
their long and tireless service in guidMr. Crossland.
of
declaration
the
after
just
1914
in
more ribbon. She couldn't wear her
.Alumni clubs are scattered through- ing the policies of the University's
producits
up
held
subject
The
war.
faithful pearls tonight. Well, isn't
out the country, even in California, athletics. Speaking in behalf of the
she the old-fashioned belle, though, tion until after the Armistice when
gave said the speaker. Interested alumni assembled alumni will be Mr. Samuel
in style again in '38. Ribbons have the Theatre Guild in New York
perform- I may thus remain in touch with one an- Collins of the class of 1919. Governor
taken the place of jewelry in the eve- -Heartbreak House" its first
I.ewis 0. Barrows, likewise invited as
year by other. Each year a speaker front the
last
revived
was
It
ance.
ning, no jewel could be denture
a guest of honor by the association],
University addresses the clubs.
Theathe
and
Welles
Mercury
Orson
enough. The only thing her greatwill be another principal speaker at
Other activities with which the Asgrandmother wore was a cameo at tre•
the luncheon,
sociation at Maine is connected are
her throat. Boys, you can't step on
scholarship Service Emblem Presentation
her toes, but it would be just as bad
the placement bureau,
Another feature of the Saturday
campus
and
reunions,
funds,
planning,
hoops.
to step on her
luncheon will be the presentation of
commencement.
Shoes are essential—these, of course,
the Alunmi Service Emblem by Mr.
"Alumni are becoming more interaren't practical—just a couple of
Fred Knight '09 to some alumnus in
By Miriam Golden
ested in academic things'" said
straps with a heel about three inches
Mr' recognition of services performed for
.
.
.
Mercy killings of incurable idiots Crossland
i n a discussion afterwards.
high. (How does she ever stand it?) should be made legal and sterilization
h
the University and alumni.
He declared that to preserve the past
Her evening coat is still in her of the feeble-minded should be comThe annual meeting of the Varsity
through the alumni is to build the
great-grandmother's style. It's long pulsorv, decided the Social Pathology
'M' Club will be held in Alumni Mefuture.
and full, of velvet, in a shade of red class after it had made its first field
morial Gymnasium following the footto match her gown. Princess style trip to the State School for the Feeble- I
ball rally Friday night. This meeting
with the latest sleeve—full from shout- minded at Pownal last Thursday.
of present and former lettermen will
der to waist—and, of course, has a
be presided over by "Spike" Mayo '09.
the
somewhat
resembling
room
In a
high collar—a perfect background for
Guests of honor invited for the
nursery of a maternity hospital we
her hair.
Louise Rice, editor of the Campus Homecoming luncheon include the folsaw crib after crib filled with whiteShe's ready, except for her evening pallored, skiny-boned children, the column "In the Library," was pro- lowing: Alumni members: Perley B.
bag. Very plain—of taffeta--bnt it : average age of whom, as we were told. moted from star reporter to contrib- Palmer, C. Parker Crowell, Clifford
holds all of the necessities—her corn- was ten years. Children of ten years uting editor by the editorial board Patch, Harold G. Wood, NN'ayland D.
Towner, Phillip R. Hussey, William
pact, lipstick, comb, and that dainty of age who could neither talk, walk, this week.
handkerchief her mother always told nor think—more helpless than the
Miss Rice is a senior English major, .McC. Sawyer, Clifton A. Hall, J.
Ilarvey McClure, and Thomas Ilersey.
her not to forget.
canary bird we feed every day! They president of the Contributors' Club,
The faculty members are: James A.
Ring-ring, there goes the buzzer. will live perhaps until they are fifteen a member of Deutscher ‘'erein, and
A swish of skirts, a rustle of taffeta. and then pass away as unobtrusively Y.W.C.A., and an active player in Gannett, Alpheus C. Lyon, Archer L.
Grover, Emhert U. Sprague, I.amert
interclass tennis.
She's on her way. Have fun, Betty as they have lived.
Other promotions are, star reporter, S. Corbett, Albert K. Gardner, and
Coed!
When we advanced the theory that
Dorris Kleiner; reporters, Dorothy Benjamin C. Kent. Trustee members
mercy killings would be a blessing not
Day and Linwood Day; cub reporters, are Walter A. Danforth and Dr. Euonly to them but also to the state that
Virginia Eddy, Robert Elwell, War- gene B. Sanger. Students are Dana
supports them, the various nurses reeslie Little Gives
rcn Randall, Albert Toner, and Bar- Drew. Harold Dyer, Donald Smith,
the
that
saying
us,
fused to agree with
and Kenneth Blaisdell; faculty manbars Whittredge.
patients were happy. But how can
ager of athletics, Theodore S. Curtis.
•,
•
Leslie E. Little, chief engineer of a thing be happy that feels no emoSummer
Spent
Faculty
the Maine Public Utilities Commis- tion?
Many

Betty Coed Puts Her Hair Up
haw
And Is Gone With the Wind'

By Virginia Pease and
Mary Scribner
Informals are now in order. Betty
Coed must look her best. She's been
poring over "Mademoiselle" and finds
that to be in style her hair must be up.
Topknot curls with a swirl in back.
That's the idea. Those are two prerequisites for any new coiffure. (A
very good thing that she doesn't have
to wear her old Breton.) She's decided to combine both ribbons and
flowers in her hair—with those two
tiny streamers attached to the flowers
and flowing down from the topper
curls.
Ah, but her dress! Of course it
Members of the All-Maine Women
shall
and the Eagle Society acted as guides. has a hoop skirt. Her gown
the
Charles Crossland, alunini secretary, rival the belles in "Gone with
VVind." It's sort of tough to get into
arranged the program.
the car—hoops and all—but it can be
done! A deep, deep red taffeta underskirt with a blending shade of red
over it. It rustles when she walks!
No shagging tonight—she must wait
until the next stag (lance. But wait,
hoops wouldn't be complete without
a tight bodice and tiny puff sleeves.
ty of city planning has increased from And tiny ribbons around the hem of
the time (if the apes until October 14, her skirt to match, of course, those
1938. The scope of city planning has in her hair.
The low sweetheart shape of the
changed in the last fifty years from
the design of a civic center to plan- :neck of her dress calls for just one

Engineers Are Necessary Now
For Large Cities, Says Evans

"The Role of the Engineer in City
Planning" was the subject of the address given by Prof. \V. S. Evans
beiiqe the Maine branch of the American Planning and Civic Association
Friday afternoon, October 14, in ning for an area fifty miles or more in
radius. Since present day problems
Stevens Hall.
"Were it not for the engineer, there are largely the results of engineering
practices, and designs, the
would be no great cities of today. inventions,
the logical person to solvc
The great cities of today would be engineer is
his
impossible if it were not for the in- these problems. Furthermore, by
The establishment of an educational
can
ventions of the engineer, such as steel- service on planning boards, he
film library for use on the campus and
frame buildings, high-speed electric demonstrate to the public at large rental to public schools has been untransportation, telephones, and vehi- the contributions of engineering to dertaken by the University in co-opercles of all kinds which add to the its general welfare," Evans concluded. ation with the State Department of
In the same session of the afterproblems of the city planner," said
Education.
noon, Prof. J. II. Huddilston spoke
Prof. Evans.
Twenty-six sound films are now
The speaker traced the development on "City Planning and Art." In the ready for rental to schools having a
speech
his
of
Huddilston
course
Prof.
anthrothe
of
time
the
from
of cities
standard sound projector. The Unipiid apes, who traveled through the said:
versity has its own projector. It is
"It was not until 1920 that any new
jungles in groups, hunting and sleepplanned to add nine films to the list
ing together, to present times. "Pos- note in architecture was introduced, in the near future and to continue to
sibly," said Evans, "the apes enjoyed and then it was in the form of the increase the library from time to time.
the company of one another or went modern skyscraper. As to city plan- Silent films will also be included later.
this way for protection, but at any ning, New England has contributed
The list of available films, all sixrate this habit of going in groups was one of the most important factors. ! teen milimeter sound films, is as folthe
of
town.
lay
the
England
New
the beginning of a parallel to the delows:Mechanisms of Breathing,
sire of mankind to live in thickly Technical men did not lay out the Ileart and Circulation, Body Defenses
eliptical-shaped village with its mall
twiptilated areas."
against Disease, The Nervous System,
Forerunner of Military Engineer and Congregational Church and the , Digestion of Foods, Plant Growth,
"Study the Bushmen of South Af- Cape Cod cottages. The New Eng- Roots of Plants, Leaves, Flowers at
riia and we discover the next step in land village has passed largely out of Work, Seed Dispersal, The Frog,
this development. They build their sight, due to demands of modern traf- Pond Insects, The House Fly, Water
huts and arrange their streets, if we fic, but where seen, they are very Power, Conservation of Natural Remay call them such, so that they are beautiful."
(Continued on Page Four)
The conference opened in the mornprotected against the elements and
against the inherent dangers of the ing with registration and general disforest. Here we see the proud chief- cussion, followed by an inspection of Home Economics Club
tain taking charge of arrangements; the campus. Following a luncheon,
Holds First Meeting
he is the forerunner of the military the members gathered at Stevens Hall
the freshman Home Economof
All
engineer and his job was a miniature for the speeches and 71iscussions in
ics majors were the guests of the
city planning project," stated Evans. the afternoon.
Dean Cloke resigned as president Home Economics Club at its first
City planning really took form in
the days of the early Greeks and Ro- of the organization and Professor meeting of the year, Wednesday evemans, both following the rectangular Evans was unanimously voted the new ning in Merrill Hall.
The club president, Marjorie Deerblock system. but the Greeks gave up president. Mrs. E. E. Walker, of
the set plan in favor of topographical Augusta, was elected secretary to fill ing, introduced the guest speaker,
conditions and aesthetic appeal. The the office vacated by Professor Evans. Dean Arthur I. Deering. Dean DeerFlavel Shurtleff, lecturer at M. I. ing spoke on his recent trip to EngRomans were less willing to give up
their ideas and therefore went to T., gave a brief talk on zoning and land.
Refreshments were served by Mary
great expense in removing obstacles then led the discussion which followed
the talks by Professors Evans and Ellen Buck, Alice Smith. and Lois
and changing grades.
Long of the program committee.
"To 51.1111 it up briefly, the complexi- Huddilston

Pownal Trip Shocks
Social Path. Class

Change in Campus
Staff Announced

L
Maine Establishes
New Film Library Public Utilities Talk

II

In Various Activities
We were rather surprised to learn
too that sterilization was only volunI
feeble-minded—that the
.
tary in the
faculty of the University of Maine
initiative must come from the patient's
spent the recent summer months
parents and that the legal consent of
writing, studying, and investigatthe patient must be obtained. Doesn't
ing
problems for their professional
it stand to reason then that very, very
development and equipment. Many
Colonel Southard started the series few of these people are ever sterilized?
others taught in summer schools
last week with a lecture on Irhat .4re Thus, possessed with powers of proat the University and other instisociety.
to
menace
a
are
they
creation,
Mr.
27
October
Pnblic Utilities? On
tutions or carried on the usual exGranted that feeble-niindedness is a
Southard will speak on Haw Are
tension services.
Public Utilities a Commission Func- recessive trait, the risk is still not
Among those of the faculty of
tion? The rest of his lectures are: worth taking, as feeble-minded people
the College of Agriculture who
November 4, Regulation of Public usually mate with persons of a cornwere active, Dean Arthur L. Deer(Continued on Page Four)
l'tility ACC011nting; November 18,
ing, Maurice D. Jones, professor
DeValuation;
and
Rase
Rate
The
of agricultural economics and farm
cember I, Rate of Rotten and Depreci- Secondary Instructors
management, and Eylon J. Niederation. These lectures are open to the
Take College Courses frank, assistant professor in the
public and will be given at 4:15 in
field, attending the meeting
s
same
South Stevens.
Eleven different courses are being
at Montreal of the International
Mr. Southard, who was appointed offered to high school teachers, prinConference of Agricultural Econcommissioner in 1935, graduated from cipals, and superintendents in a series
omists. Prof. Niederfrank also conthe University in 1910 and its law I of Saturday Extension Courses at the
tinued his graduate studies in the
(Continued on Page Four)
:University. Although 67 are enrolled.
field or rural socialogy at the Uniwell
is
registration
course
total
, the
versity of Wisconsin. Roger Clapp,
regisLerner, Young,Epstein over 100 since the majority are
assistant professor of horticulture,
tered for two courses.
Are Liberal Club Heads ; Departments offering courses are continued his work for an advanced
at Cornell university.
New officers were elected by the I English, Education, Psychology, EcoJoseph A. Chucka, professor and
and
Government,
Business,
nomics,
of
Liberal Club at the first meeting
head of the department of agronHistory.
the year, held Tuesday night in the
The teachers driving in each Satur- omy and agricultural engineering,
M.C.A. They are: Alice Lerner, presand Stephen M. Raleigh, assistant
ident; Edwin Young, vice president; day morning represent practically all
:sections of this part of the state. in- professor of agronomy, conducted
and 1.ucille Epstein, secretary.
project investigation
The European student refugee prob- : chiding Bangor, Brewer, Old Town, a Coe fund
on the nutrition of tomatoes by
Guilford,
Dover-Foxcroft,
1.incoln,
;
meetnext
the
at
discussed
lem will be
sub-irrigation. F,. Reeve Hitchner,
ing, to be held Tuesday, Nov. 7, in :Calais, Mill Town, South Brooksville,
the M.C.A. I.eaders of the discussion :Southwest Harbor, Harrington, 14otil- professor of bacteriology and biowill be Howard Goodwin and Edwin ton, Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, Seal Har- chemistry, read a paper on phases
((outmoded on Page Four)
bor, Bucksport, and Hulls Cove.
Young.

sion, will talk on flppraisals of Public
Utilities at 4:15 this afternoon in 6
South Stevens. Mr. Little's speech is
the second in a series of six lectures
being given by Colonel Frank E.
Southard, chairman of the Maine
Public Utilities Commission.

Maine Students
Attend Mordkin Ballet

Two hundred University of Maine
students attended the Mordkin Ballet
at the Bijou Thsatre in Bangor last
Friday night. The ballet, directed by
Mikhail Mordkin and starring Patricia
Bowman, was the first of this year's
Conimunity Concerts.
The program consisted of a new
symphonic version of Swan Lake and
two entirely new ballets, Trepak and
Voices of Spring. Swan Lake is an
allegorical ballet, representing the
eternal creative man grasping for and
never quite attaining, his ideal. Trepak
is a humorous representation of Russian peasant life, while Voices of
Spring is a gay comedy of flirtations
In, the Belvedere Gardens of Vienna.

Alpha Zeta Names Cyr,
Barrell, Whitney,Cook
Edward Cyr, Dwight Barrel'. Norman Whitney, and Edward Cook were
newly elected to Alpha Zeta, honorary
agricultural society, it was announced
at a meeting held last week.
One hundred and forty were present at the meeting and smoker held in
Winslow Hall, at which President
Thomas Barker introduced Dr. John
Witter, faculty adviser of the club,
who explained its organization anal
activities to the freshmen,
Stanley Gates, a member of the
livestock judging team, gave a resume
of his trip and experiences during the
hurricane.
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By University Snoops

By Emily Hopkins

By Al and Don

Ladder tennis tournaments are all
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
You've all heard the one about
Everything back in line again with the A 0 Pi dance last Sat, eve—it was
order these weeks. One set games
in
University of Maine
learning a lot of things in college that
off in all the tennis good to see some of the grads back—Gowen, Smart, and Hamlin with their
played
being
are
don't come from books. Well, speakBy Louise Rice
classes, and an All-Maine women's gals were outstanding—The dance was a real nightcap to a swell football
ing of extracurricular education, the
aaaaaaaaaa 'on NA IONAL ADIelN ISIII46St
1939
Member
1938
game... Team has the best looking legs seen this fall—so says Frosh IngraLeonard other night we had a "vic" party. It tournament has been posted.
by
Toils,
the
in
Youth
Inc.
Service,
Advertising
Something is blooming for Leafe and Honey—And Tracy was so
senior hockey play- ham
and
{Associated C.ollegiale Press National
junior
The
carealumni
a
is
that
College Poblitheri Rey:v..1,01Am•
Grant,
nights
those
of
Pryor
one
was
Harrison and
Jim Ashby surprised us all recently—Phi
they all happy about the whole thing
that
enthusiastic
Naw Toren. N.Y.
so
are
ers
420 MADISON Ava.
Distributor of
they
after
S. aaaaaisco
ful, candid, succinct book presenting like to remember, long
10:30 Eta house party teas a huge success . So was the Owl stag dance...-The
at
scrimmage
extra
an
for
arose
bald
and
pot-bellies
the problems of juvenile crime. It have acquired
boys who greased the car tracks the other night had a good run fox their
all the col- Sunday morning.
examines the present conditions of spots and have memorized
It made us laugh out loud when we heard that Jackson broke his
money
correother
all
Manager,
fundathe
Miss Lengyel is teaching
Address all business correspondence to the Business
punishment of boys between lege songs. The old "vic" was purrand
crime
looking for ALLAH last week.. Gale and Drew have really
while
nose
Chief.
Editor-inthe
to
spondence
a howl, dishing mentals of the use of bow and arrow
, Orono, Maine.
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office
sixteen and twenty-one years of age, ing along with nary
seemed to have derided against the whole thing—Maybe a young man's fancy
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
ever.
than
lassies
of
number
larger
lights
The
a
to
rhythms.
mean
some
out
revision
Maine.
and emphasizes the need for
turns to love only in spring....Linc Fish has an awful lot of faith in his
PriLted at the University Press, Orono, inch
gang was gay, and there Look out, boys!
Advertising Rate SiN per column
Extension SI
of the penalties of juvenile crime. were lew, the
brother 1Varren . Bickford and Nelson are seen everywhere... When we
Office on the third floor of M.C.A. building. Tel.
lampadfavorite
taking
our
banging
Several of the girls
The report deals with New York, but wc were,
watch Parkman and Kruse we realize what a real romance is—Much to the
Chief
manner.
Editor-Intrue jitterbug
.... ......
vanced physical education are attend- disappointment of three freshman gals over Maples way... Manley Moulton
William Treat
it can be applied to the problems of shade in the
Manager
William Hilton ...........
was having a fine ing the teacher training part of the
any large city. It is a book that de- Really, everybody
JUSi isn't on speaking terms with a certain A.T.O.—Something about a blind
EDITORIAL BOARD
Sports Editor serves a wide reading, especially by time, when what should start pouring physical education section of the Ban- date....It's about time for Harris to go down to wash Barb's car .. Davis
Erwin Cooper-Clement Smith ..................Managing Editor
Marguerite Hannigan--......
out of our super-repeating "vie" but gor teachers' convention.
Priscilla Haskell.---__—_Associate Editor
Women's News Editor those who view with alarm the inand Dahl( were having lots of trouble last week-end. _Atwood seems to
Acting News Editor
Charles Peirce
Editor
_
Rachel Kent------ ---_ _Society
of criminal delin- The Lambeth Walk. Now the L. W. The hockey manager has been kept have everything sewed up, down at the Elms—He really did yet started
numbers
.
creasing
Campus Photographer__... .....Richard Cook
respectable number and busy of late sending notices to inperfectly
a
is
quents.
, More also—Orin "Krupa" Perry is drumming his testy into the hearts of the
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
they
do
it.
people
hear
when
all, but
terested alumnae inviting them to Elms ...Everyone has decided that Breton has at last become a true "Joe
li'ere We Guinea Pige is written
Robert Atwood, Louise Rice, Sherley Sweet.
shag or truck or even dance or any- take part in the homecoming alumnaeCollege"....Dick Quigley had to give in to a brother recently . Did Mac
STAR REPORTERS
through the cooperative efforts of
have to up and grab underclassmen game. Jane Chase was
Duplisse, Budl Godwin, Horns
class of '38 thing? No, they
the
McClelland really appreciate the floweret McGregor and Rowe have its
of
members
David Astor, Mary Curran, Dorrice Dow, Kathleen
Woodfifty-five
Joyce
Saltzman,
Ada
Peaslee,
you and this is what happens:
Kleiner, Donald Moore, Mary Oberley, M
on campus this week-end and prom- wondering—Phi Mit's Kelly would like to play cards every Friday with GALE,
at the University of Ohio. These
ward.
forththe
in
start.
goalie
you
starts,
alumnae
be
ises to
When the music
Browne, and Cobb...."Out here Nature makes Her own laws," so says en
REPORTERS
students describe their background,
Day, Alma Hansen. Emily Hopkins.
style is You march two by two like in a grand coming game
Toner many a night on the Jibe steps—Just something harmless, Al .. Stitulis
William Chandler. Dorothy Day, LinwoodPease.
Henry Piorkowski, Gwendolyn studies, and activities. The
Virginia
Look.
Eleanor
Hodgdon.
Kendrick
old shoulders like
Walton turned out to be a great
Faint whispers have been circulat- and Trickey are still undecided .
simple and straightforward. The tone march, swinging the
Weymouth, Irene Whitman.
CUB REPORTERS
lively. It will interest all Cab Calloway crossing the stage, and ing that the men think they would like supporter of Mayor Fred—We laughed and laughed....About time Phil
and
gay
is
Harrison. Marguerite Kyer, Warren
Your partner, who to take over the girls in a game of Temple was having that jaunt to Syracuse—Been planning it a long time .
Virginia Eddy. Robert Elwell. Edna Louise Whittredge,
teacrers and students for its opinion , pray for guidance.
Ferne Lunt.
Randall, Dorothy Schiro, Albert Toner, Barbara
is being very, very patient, drags you hockey. Who knows—it's worth a Brandt and Perry certainly prove the exception to the rule that opposites
education.
higher
day
present
of
STAFF
BUSINESS
along and keeps telling you how easy try.
attract... Lots of co-eds going off campus for games—Dartmouth-Harvard
Advertising Manager
William West
I Lost 31y Girlish Laughter. Madge 1 it
Circulation Manager
is. You grin, like a hypocrite, and
Peter Shout'
this week-end getting Crockett and Walson....Recent pin-hangings are in
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Lawrence, from New York,
try to look as if it were "more darned
,rder for next week....
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hiand
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sists in reappearing each year at this time is the stigmatic
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Three games were played in
annual larious picture of Hollywood.
The Mens Student Senate and the
everyone tearing around. It seems Farmers of America, is attending the
fraternity politics in class elections. The question made its
author, Jane Allen, assures us that it ; hopeless, when suddenly all the part- National Convention of F. F. A. at touch football league last week.
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Senate
Council held their first
Student
Interfraternity
Men's
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of
debut at the first meeting
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over
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close
a
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squeezing
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night. A proposal was suggested which advocated the
slapping their knees. If you're quick, represents the State of Maine and
" plan Maine Ballads. Worthy of
A committee to study class elections
re youget in on the last couple of accompanied on the trip by Linwood Kappa Sigma, three first downs to
a voting system similar to the "proportional representation
plan. than just brief comment is the new wnacks,
One.
.,
was appointed by Philip Grant, presijust in time to start bummin' Brophee, instructor of agriculture of ,
now used in many of the more progressive electorates. The
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peculiar
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shoulder.
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n your right
if properly modified to suit conditions
These poems are not ambitious poems
when
Mr. Elwell is the 1938 winner of one overtime period to defeat Dorm A in meeting of the Men's Student Senate.
has many merits of unquestionable value. But several modifications of great Americans; they are simple o er"Hoy"! The boy is h-less
pronounce
to
you
have
and
it,
yell
you
the two W. H. Bowker Scholarships another close contest, 12-6.
of
Maine.
The committee is composed of Arteat
are essential if it is to be satisfactorily adopted
Alpha Tau Omega trounced Oak
poems of everyday people. "Maine it right or you'll spoil everything if for Southern Maine established by the
mus Weatherbee, chairman, Erwin
full
.
is full of idioms and words . .
you haven't already. We find it best American Agricultural Chemical Corn- West, 18-0Cooper, Earle eBssey, Ruth Pagan,
For instance, in class elections at Maine it has always been cusof the makings of ballad stories. Even to wait till everyone else pronounces pany.
tomary to elect women to at least one major office and several minor small and common Monday and Tuts- ' it (our tomater vs. tomahtow techFour new members were initiated and Alice Ann Donovan,
municipal
in
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L. Tibbetts Parkman, Walton Grunsystem
into
Contributors' Club Sunday night
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Sororities Last Week
Then you begin all over again.
the Assembly Committee.
The sorority inspection officers vis- Savage, Hope Jackman, Miriam Golmale and female candidates: consequently, it offers no assurance of Some of the poems are little more HO Y!
Artemus Weatherbee, Carl Tooth,
has
Delta Delta den, and Eleanor Cousins.
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sororities
Maine's
since
choose the best qualified officers regardless of sex and
Mornings when we have a class to Cobb, the sorority's national district initiation included Priscilla Haskell, the Executive Committee.
them told, and the words that he uses
enrollment is predominantly male, it would seem very probable that are words he has heard used—Maine cut, we hasten to the bookstore, search- adviser, of Long Island, New York, chairman; Albert Toner, Alice Pierce,
this words with a Maine flavor.
England's distinguished actor,
ing for friends upon whom we can was here for conferences with the and Prof. Walter Whitney.
all the major class offices at least would be filled by men. Thus,
Walter, will present a proWilfred
a
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even
sucand
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of
our
assurance
burden
some
offer
to
Delta Delta Delta's.
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treat to a coke, but that last one usu- City, visited Chi Omega from the na- ity soft ball team defeated the Shakespearean portrayals in the
When Harpswell children go to
plan.
ally is going too fur for us. Seated tional chapter. Monday evening she Sigma Chi fraternity team at the Alumni , Memorial Gymnasium
School,
foot high stools, with gave an interesting talk to both the University of New Mexico. (A.C.P.) Thursday evening, October 27.
Everyone acquainted with the class elections at Maine must The boys hang back of the girls on one of the
no room for our long legs, we gossip sorority- members and the pledges.
to fool
appreciate the considerable influence which politics, both fraternity
and sometimes just sip, and watch the
In the frog-ponds and the ditches
and otherwise. exerts. Likewise, those acquainted with problems
pretty femmes strolling around. SomeNYA Checks Mailed to 113
their
burst
and
trees
up
shin
And
THE FAD IS ON!
Checks were mailed this week to
thing else pretty to watch its operation
with other colleges and universities realize that Maine is bothered
stitches.
is the coco cola machine with its fine 173 students on the first NYA payFAMOUS ANGORA 'SHORTIE'
by comparatively little of the omnipresent political favoritism. A
on, the tall young men
red finish and baffling mechanism. roll completed October 15.
This soft and fluffy angora "shortie" is going
quick glance at American college newspapers will indicate the uni- Later
This year the students are working
Catch up with the girls, and then
"Let there be coke," said Estelle, pullall over creation with our sweater-loving
versality and difficulty of this problem. The writer has noticed on They walk level, side by side,
iiig down the lever, and there was on 90 different projects evenly dislassies. They're wearing it in town, out-ofthe front page of a recent issue of a western college newspaper the And folks get ready for a bride.
coke. We tried to rib Estelle about tributed throughout the University and
morning. noon, and night.
town,
The
bold headline, "Big Greek Combine Dominates Nominations."
the sleepy expression on her face, but directed by faculty and administrative
But three years more, young
the
more
"Once
elalawated.
smooth
a
with
headline
us
the
officers.
she quickly squelched
news story accompanying
husbands go
retort. She's a flat foot floogie with
political grind is under way and fraternity and sorority political in- Three paces on ahead or so
Roy M. Peterson, director of the
the floy floy.
ORONO, MAINE
Among the junipers and boulders
trigue is put into play." This is an illustration of how unconcerned
summer session and acting dean of
some colleges are with a condition which is so grossly out of place And talk to their women over their
graduate studies, will attend the anPledges Reported
shoulders.
on a college campus.
The pledge reports of Osburn Cros- nual meeting of the National Associaby and James Spaulding. Jr., to Theta tion of Deans and Directors of Sumis
the
ahead
man
out
When
however,
tither
campuses,
on
cinulitions
worse
The presence of
Oct
Ten paces, then the man's been wed Chi have been approved and recorded mer Sessions at Minneapolis,
21-22.
must not permit us to diminish our efforts which have been directed Fifteen years, or maybe twenty.
by the Interfraternity Council.
to a satisfactory solution of our own problems. The Men's Student Anyway, a pretty plenty.
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Maine Sends Elwell
To FFA Convention

Politics Again

$5.95
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Senate has made a beginning, but many such starts have been made
before without bearing fruit. A thorough and intensive study of
the problem will undoubtedly correct many of the prevailing evils.
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The Campus are opts to the put..., on Pertissat
(The correspondence columns of All
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used
be
will
name
pen
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mime, bat
those of The Campus and amid not be so
necessarily
not
are
stated In these columns
el say letter
.......s the right to withhold any letter or • part
considered. The editor

'TIME ToR 10JoT4.ER STRit

Yet when the woman's hair is gray, I
There comes at last the happy day
%%lien she pulls level in the race
And sees at last her husband's face.

This is National Arrow Week!
High time you hopped off the wagon

and treated yourself to Arrow's best
in shins, collars, ties, handkerchiefs
and underwear. If you want to be first
on the campus to wear what everyone
else will be wearing six months hence,
see an Arrow dealer today—between
classes, and scoop up some Arrows.

And maybe there will be the few
Years left to the married two
Whets she will go ahead and break
The gale's force for an old man's
sake.

subjects, ssd letters

Panhellenic Council Holds
Meeting for Frosh Girls

1 lie Panhellenic COU114:1I held a
all• :11111 I 'tiler pro-cautionary nol.,
calculated to break up wrestlers' compulsory meeting for all freshman
For many year, the Ledges, oil the holds.
women last Friday molt at Coburn
shore of the Stillwater River about
I should like to make a proposal. Hall.
The purpose of the meeting was to
a quarter mile above the campus. have The Ledges will be available to picmy per- inform freshman girls about the rules
been a favorite picnic ground. Last nickers as long as they get
mission twenty-four hours in advance for sorority rushing. Marion White,
spring I acquired ownership of the
as long as they treat the place as president of Panhel, conducted the
and
Ledges, together with a strip of land though it were not an auxiliary col- meeting and explained the rules. They
extending from the river to the high- lege dump. My telephone number is will he in effect until after mid-semesway. Since that time I have spent Orono 370; my office is 345 Stevens; ter ranks are out, and then formal
many hours picking up paper, the and my sense of hospitality is, if rushing will begin.
gnawed ends of withered hot dogs. somewhat impaired, still 'n working
empty bottles and cans, charred sticks. order. By securing my permission in Debate Prelims Scheduled
broken branches, bones (I trust not advance, picnickers will assure themFor Week of November 7
human), fruit rinds, wearing apparel— selves of some degree of privacy and
The preliminaries of the Intramural
in short, the varied litter that thought- will, I hope, share with me the job 1k-bate Tournament will he held this
less picnickers leave on other people's of keeping the place picked up.
year in five rounds, beginning Monday,
land.
might add a word of warning to Nov. 7, and continuing throughout the
I have no objection to the con- the romantically inclined. The woods week. The semi-finals will be held
tinued use of the Ledges by students are full of poison ivy. Unless the the week of Nov. 14.
Twenty upperclassmen and sixteen
i: they will leave the place as clean romantic-minded are sure that they
as they find it. But I should like to are not allergic to poison ivy it freshmen will take part in the tournaremind them that not many broken would he safer to stick with the ment this year.
bottles and jagged tin cans are neces- crowd. But I disclaim all responsiEdward F. Dow, head of the desary to ruin the only decent swimming bility for the juxtaposition of romance
of history and government,
hole in Orono. and that a picturesque and poison ivy. After all, the ways partment
has been appointed to the committee
spot is not made more attractive by of Providence are inscrutable.
of judges for the 1938 Town Report
picnic refuse, cigaret butts, and unYours truly,
Competition conducted by the Maine
identified items of clothing. In addiWalter R. Whitney
Municipal Association, according to
tion, I should like to feel that I may
Elmer W. Campbell, president of the
go there myself without being obliged 106 North Main Street
organization and mayor of Hallowell
to announce my approach by bird Orono. Maine

'1'0 the Editor :

Arrow Majors in Style
Again, Arrow scoops the style market for fall, pre.
seining new colors, new designs, and new fabrics,
including many itriportations from abroad.

This is NATIONAL ARROW WEEK—the best time
of the year to get the pick of everything that's new
in shirts, ties, handkerchiefs, and shorts.
Drop in today for a semester's supply of Arrows.
Arrow Shirts
Arrow Shorts

52 or
55e up

A teat full of
comfort .. 65c sip
SOYD

WALTON

Arrow Cravats Si and 81.10
Arrow Handkerchiefs 25( up

VIRGIE'S
ORONO

C_,1 itno
an Arrow label,
if isn't Arrow

11 it VI•rl'l

Collar tor-rearrest 25C
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Connecticut Downed on Grid 13-0;
Maine Defeats Visitors as Scores
Come in First and Fourth Periods

Ricker Gridmen Edged
By Spirited Frosh, 7-6;
Barrows, Pollock Star
•

Mallett and Gerrish
Tally Touchdowns
For Pale Blue

Drew Starring for Maine

By Erwin E.Cooper

Kents Hill Opposes Crowley's Dropkick
In Last Period
Frosh Eleven Sat.
Wins Game
Out of the frying pan into the fire

Bud Stevens, commenting in the Bowdoin Orient, said last week that the
Maine State Series lacked the gentlemanly policy that prevails in the Little
football
Maine
The University of
Blocking a Ricker extra point
Three. "No matter how much we like the series," Stevens goes on, "we all will be the lot of the Maine Freshman
team won its second consecutive game
have to admit there is a constant conflict here in Maine. For some reason there squad next Saturday morning as they kick, and dropkicking one of their
last Saturday as it trounced the visitisn't a continuous easy going sports policy. Maybe Bowdoin has been on top oppose Kents Hill here in an attempt own, the frosh eleven came through
ing Connecticut State College gridmen
too long for the other colleges or may be we are too close to them. Perhaps to keep their slate clean with another to win 7-6 Saturday in a game that
13-0 on Alumni Field. Scoring in the
was evenly fought all the way.
the idea of a Little Four instead of the Little Three isn't such a bad idea after win.
first and fourth periods, the Bears
all."
The Frosh, playing a hard-driving, The gun twice aided the frosh. The
outplayed the Nutmeggers throughout
Earlier in his column Mr. Stevens does say that this gentlemanly spirit aggressive game, edged Ricker Clas- first half ended with Ricker on the
the game.
always prevails in Maine-Bowdoin games. We have no quarrel with this, sical Institute 7-6 last week in a match two-yard line; and the second ended
Late in the first period, Peterson
but to any observer of Maine Sports an assertion that Bowdoin has been on that was close all the way. Kents while the Maine team was putting up
kicked to Drew who ran the ball back
top too long and thus, as the words imply, have made the other colleges jealous Hill has turned out one of the best a goal line stand on its own ten.
to midfield. Maine then put on a 50is nothing but ludicrous.
A kicking duel featured the first and
teams in its history this year. Last
yard drive that culminated in a touchIt is true that Bowdoin won the State Series three times running in foot- week the Hilltoppers dropped the most of the second period. Late in the
down. Drew, running outside of right
ball but this came only after a long period of drought. Bowdoin has just re- Bates Freshman team 13-6.
second quarter, Ricker intercepted a
tackle, made about 8 yards, while on
cently come out of the athletic doldrums.
The Maine yearlings are preparing pass and went to the frosh 23-yard
Bowdoin went to its first championship in baseball in a number of years to give the Kents Hill boys plenty of line. Bubar then caught a pass on the
the next play Arbor was short of first
last June, but in three attempts since it has returned to State Track wars it competition, however. Johnson, the five-yard line and stepped offside on
down by about a yard. With third
has failed to top Maine.
down coming up, Arbor took the ball
powerful prep-school fullback, may the two. The alert frosh secondary
Although Bowdoin has had a cross country team for a number of years, meet his equal in smooth-running, knocked down a pass as the half ended.
again and raced to the Connecticut
it has failed to take part in State Championship Cross Country Meets although hard-hitting Ed Barrows, Frosh act35-yard line for a first down where
Coming back in the third period,
Dana Drew, star halfback, making a substantial gain in the first quarter
there is such a meet held annually and it is a natural in much the same way
Gerrish tried the center of the line
ing co-captain, who sparked the team Ricker drove down the field with King
of the Maine-Connecticut game.
that football, baseball, track, and basketball are naturals.
but was unable to make more than a
to victory last Saturday. Both teams and Pound hitting the line for gains.
Certainly the record does not show that Bowdoin has enjoyed anything
yard.
have fast, aggressive backfields. The Stopped on the freshman 43, an exduring
the
past
few
years
but
its
turn
to
take
a
few
successful
years.
Certainly,
MAINE-BATES
Drew Passes
Frosh line, which looked good against change of punts brought them to the
Higgins
Meet
Vees
Jay
the
other
colleges,
as
Mr.
Stevens
refers
to
them,
have
nothing
to
be
jealous
(Continued from Page One)
On the following day, a Drew to
Ricker, may have the power needed 34-yard line marker. Three first
about
Friday
in
such
a
record.
The observant Mr. Stevens would have done better
,In First Game
Shute pass netted 7 yards. Drew took
to combat the Hill team's forward downs then put Ricker on the one-yard
back her power until the State Series, had he examined the record, for a few years of fruit is often preceded and
the ball once more and ran off right
wall which wore down Bates' strength line, and King carried over for a
An unproven and inexperienced jay- The Moreymen have an excellent cen- followed by long years of pestilence.
tackle for 7 yards and a first down on
touchdown. The frosh forward wall
to
insure victory last week.
Higgins
strong
meet
a
will
vee squad
ter in Crocker and a fleet-footed halfthe Connecticut 20-yard line. Arbor,
stormed in to block the kick and hold
The
Saturday
morning
game
gave
afterClasiscal Institute eleven Friday
Jottings—Both Bates and Colby will rum special trains here for our two
back in Captain Briggs. The Bobcats,
on a reverse, was thrown for a loss of
Coach Jones an excellent opportunity the Ricker lead to six points.
noon at two-thirty.
home
heavier
line
Stale
Series
games.
as
usual,
have
a
much
Vern
Kent
lost
his
usual
first
set
against
Peirce
about a yard, but Drew passed to
to try out various combinations. The
In the last quarter, a seventeen yard
Higgins will field an aggressive than has Maine. Against Arnold last last Saturday.
Arbor immediately afterward and the
team, despite its inexperience, showed pass to Dalrymple put the ball on the
defeated
only
been
Kent
lost
two
sets
to
has
an
offensive
Brodie
who
had
him
Saturday they showed
at match point in the third set
play was good for a first down on the eleven which
'spurts of clicking. Small is likely to Ricker 35. Barrows passed to Pollock
by Coburn, rated as one of the strong- punch that has been lacking all year when the present champion staged one of his characteristic comebacks to win
Connecticut 8-yard line.
take the quarterback position this to bring the ball to the one-yard line,
est teams in the state. Higgins has which proves that Coach Dave Morey the championship.
The strong Connecticut forward
week, with Kirkpatrick shifted to end. and Pollock, on the next play, tied
Ed Barrows looked to us as though he had plenty of natural ability last
swamped Dexter and overwhelmed after much experimentation has found
wall, stiffening on the next two plays,
Otherwise, there will be few changes, the score with a smash at center.
Saturday. The dark-haired freshman certainly gave a great performance for
John Bapst.
a -clicking" combination.
held the Maine running attack in
although the starting lineup may not Crowley dropkicked the all-important
his dad.
Fullback Eddie Sakovitz and halfBears in Condition
check as Drew lost one yard on atlook quite the same, due to the fact point to give the freshmen a 7-6 lead.
Mentally, and with a few exceptions,
tempting to run around right end and back Henry Boyle, who do most of
that there are a few positions which This margin was almost erased when
to
set
in,
Disaster
is
just
ready
for
any
time
that
we pick five games and
Gerrish was stopped at the center with the ball carrying for Higgins, are physically, Maine is in superb condican be filled by two men with equal Ricker recovered a fumble on the
players who will cause Coach Jack tion for the coming encounter. Ed call them all right as we did last week, we should expect an earthquake or ability.
only a one-yard gain.
frosh 29 and drove to a first down on
Moran's squad no end of trouble. Cook, Dick Quigley, and Raoul Black- something of the sort. Anyhow we're riding the crest of the wave and before
Ballou will be at center; Coffin and the 10-yard line. Here the frosh
Maine was not to be denied, howCaptain Lowell Ward, the smart quar- well are the only members of the squad we drop, here are this week's selections.
Colpitts are probable guards; Gor- stiffened for three downs, knocking
ever, and Drew faded back and threw
Bowdoin 19—Colby 12
terback of the aggregation, is also a complaining of injuries, but each is
man, Mayo, and Smith will be in as down a goal line pass as the gun
a pass out to the left to Gerrish who
Maine
I4—Bates
threat as is Bob Weatherbee, a star expected to be in shape by game time.
tackles, and Ross, Kirkpatrick, and barked.
raced over the goal line for Maine's
Freshman
7—Kents
Hill
6
from last year Foxcroft Academy
It would take a prophet to decide
Dalrymple are likely ends. In the
For Ricker, Pound, King, and Bufirst tally of the afternoon. Drew
Jayvees (of unknown strength) 12—Higgins 7
team.
who is to be in the starting lineup
backfield, Ed Barrows will start at bar stood out. Good teamwork feaplace-kicked the extra point, to make
Amen. (It might have helped us last week.)
This game will be the proving this week. At left end Harry Shute
full; Pollock, Svedeman, and Crow- tured the frosh play, with Barrows
the score Maine 7—Connecticut 0.
ground for many men on the Junior and Roger Stearns have been waging
Ivy are halfs; and Small, Edelstein, and Pollock doing especially good
53-Yard Attack
Varsity, several of whom have never a whale of a battle. Shute, by virtue
hall carrying. In the line,
or Mack will he at quarter.
Starting on their own 47-yard line
Vernon
Kent
Is
Vinner
Varsity
Cross Country
played football before.
of his excellent play against Connectifollowing Peterson's kick out of
Of Tennis Tournament
Runs Colby Saturday
bounds at that point. Maine went on a "Every man will have a chance to cut State, will probably answer the
53-yard sustained attack that pro- get into the game," said Coach jack starting whistle.
Sophomore Vernon Kent again
The varsity cross country team
Hal Dyer and Spud Peabody have
duced the final score of the game early Moran, "because I want to see what
smashed his way to victory in the an- seek its second victory when they nu,
they
have
in
the
way
of
football
abilbeen
scrambling
nip
and
tuck
for
a
in the fourth period. Mallett smashed
"
tackle berth, and probably no one will nual fall tennis tournament. By win- the Colby tracksters here Saturday.
the center for about a yard and
know until game time who will get
Thomas, carrying the ball outside of
g a semi-final match over Jim Coach Jenkins has a powerful comthe call.
tackle on two consecutive plays, Freshman Squads Win
Cahill in three sets, Kent advanced in- bination in Smith, Whicher, Blaisdell,
picked up a first down on the Conto the final round where he met Dick and !deserve. Smith, Blaisdell, and
Drew and Arbor to Start
Cross Country Meet
necticut 43. Dyer was good for 3
Acting-captain Dana Drew and Pierce for the Langdon Freese Tro- SVhicher tied in the time trials
4
11r
1 rA
v
(23:15). Jackson and Dequine, two
yards outside of right tackle, and then
With a driving finish which saw Charlie Arbor are the only definite phy.
F
1-V-•
_
Thomas picked up a first down on the Creamer, of Hopedale, pass Ingraham, starters in the backfield. Arbor startThe match, held at twelve-thirty veterans, will probably be missing
Connecticut 32. Mallett carried on of the Maine frosh, in the last hundred ed for the first time last week-end and Saturday, drew many spectators be- from the line-up because of illness.
ir
the next play, and broke away off the yards and both better the course rec- proved to be extremely elusive offen- fore the football game. Making sharp
Professor Fred Brice, varsity
right tackle position to the 19-yard ord of 13:21, with respective times of sively, as well as a fine tackler.
placements from the net and covering
football coach, will be interline and another first down.
13:03 and 13:08, the "A" cross counPete Mallet, through seniority and the back court easily, Pierce took the
Thomas hammered away at tackle try squad defeated the Hopedale, Mass. experience, is expected to be at the first set with the loss of only one viewed concerning the coming
State Series on the "Campus"
again. but was stopped with a gain of team 26-30.
fullback post with Doc Gerrish on game.
broadcast tonight at 7 p.m.
only a yard. but fighting his way off
In the second race, the "B" frosh hand for reserve strength. This will
Beginning to overcome his slight
right tackle, Dyer went to the 10- team scored a larger margin of vic- be the third consecutive year that
nervousness and inaccuracy in the
yard line, and on the next play picked tory over Unity, 20-42, even if Hamlin Mallet has been a starter
in the State second set, Kent dominated play with with the result that Nem clinched the 1. The current used to transmit the 2. Wire in use In the Bell System
up a first down on the Connecticut 4. of the opponents did lead the pack Series.
his overhead net game. By keeping match. The complete score was (1-6) voice by telephone is the most would go around the world more
Mallett hit the center for about a to the tape. However, French, Bruce,
delicate current in common use.
than 3000 times.
A flip of the coin is about the best Pierce away from the net, Kent was 16-2) (7-5) (6-3).
half yard and then Dyer off tackle Clark, Conti, Boucher, and Garfinkle way to choose
RIGHT 0
RIGHT 0 WRONG 0
WRONG
0
whether Jack Reitz or able to stop his opponent's rally in the
The doubles tournament was schedjust failed to score by inches. It re- of Maine followed in that order.
Lefty Bennett will be the starting third set and went on to win (7-5).
uled to he drawn up the first of this
mained for Mallett to plunge over the
Other members of the "A" squad quarterback. Bennett started against
The fourth set found Pierce still un- week with play starting immediately
center to score.
to finish were: Gatcomb and Wiggins, R. I., but Reitz was the choice for the able to regain his form of the first set after.
Maine showed plenty of power all
3rd and 4th, Beaton and Higgins, 8th N.Y.U. game. Bennett again got the
afternoon as well as a well-conceived and 9th.
starting call against N.H. but last
passing attack that netted plenty of
week Reitz was the choice. Chronoyardage at crucial in' ments when the
logically it's Bennett's turn but
Frosh
Teams
To
Meet
running attack seemed to have stalled.
whether or not the Fox believes in
Caribou, Old Town chronology will not be known
This combination made the Bears Itiok
until
just as good as they did on the preThe two Maine frosh teams will Saturday.
ceding Saturday against New Hampmeet strong omanients this Saturday,
shire.
Television was first used as a me&
as the "A" team runs against Caribou
um of classroom instruction b)
Thomas Stars
and the "B" squad against Old Town.
3. Old telephone directories arc 4. Any Bell telephone ran lw eon.
York University. (ACP)
All of the Maine backs played well
This meet, which will be run at 11
collected in order to isell them for nected with more than 90q,of the
this week, but the find of the day was
world's telephone,.
waste paper.
a.m., should he a thriller, as a comCLA.4.4a
Dick Thomas, a senior who had seen
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bined "A" and "B" team could only
little action so far this year. His
defeat Old Town by one point in a
lightning thrusts off tackle were in a previous
1%4444A1A.,44Pt
meet.
large measure responsible for Maine's
The Caribou club has one of the
fourth period drive that was engiTeacher of Piano
finest runners in the state, Plouard,
neered simply by power.
who has already defeated Wiggins.
?e4
The Maine line was especially good
Graduate of the New Fogland
on defense with Genge, Peabody, Burr. one of the freshman ace runners. He
Conservatory of Music.
is expected to push the leaders per-547LAAL6÷
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Johnson, and H. Dyer all playing outhaps to another course record.
Five years' teaching and concert
standing games while Sleepy Shute at
..4111114.
experience in Boston.
MODERN STYLING ..."Superend gave one of his best performances
The Business Staff of the Campus
streamed-. Modern colors.
as he alternated with diminutive, but
For information phone
will take on several assistants. AnyGrip fits your fingers.
equally scintillating, Roger Stearns.
Old
Town
269-5
'inc interested report to third floor
The Connecticut left side and center
M.C.A. Thursday at 4:(X) p.m.
CONSTANT INK CONTROL ...
01 the forward wall led by Robinson
6. Low rates for out-of-town calls
5. The 1111Yeelige time for making
long dista flier teleph011e 1411111OP to most point• are available after
was particularly hard to crack and
One stroke falls pen. Fist.
7 P. M. •rol all day Sunday.
6001 i. 3 minutes.
backs Posner and Ikmelly were threatstarting. Steady ink-flow.
RIGHT 0 WRONG 0
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WRONG 0
ening to break away all afternoon.
INK-WINDOW.
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Arnold C. Rich

2-minute test for telephone users
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'THIS'PIPE NEVER BITES MY TONGUE'
THE PAT D FILTER WON'T LET IT

HEADQUARTERS FOR
AMMUNITION

vou MR FIND IT AT
ILAROTEADE
omiYAL1117

!PARK'S

31 - 3/AILL ST ORONO

Pi SWIPES & FINISHES

74a4ix MEDICO
has only pat'd. filter combining cellophane
exterior and 66 baffle absorb•nt screen
interior. Baffles break up and cool smoke
stream; trap nicotine, lakes and flakes,
automatically breaking in pip•.
(1)

00“., pone front

$5 $210

YOUR PINPOINT ... Hand.
crafted, 14 kt.. solid•gold,
iridium-tipped points suit
your writing.

cv44,1btf
REIMIRIIIIR —THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR WATERMAN'S INK
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HELL TELEPHONE SYSTE3I

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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NOTICE
sociate professor of German, tour- Panhellenic Sponsors
ed Germany. Reginald CoggesTwo Teas This Week
The University it Maine student
shall, in charge of courses in jourof the .\.I FE. will hold its
branch
Dance
Stag
nalism, did research work in public
The Panhellenic Association spon- Oct. 21 Alpha Zeta
first regular meeting at 7 d.10 p.m. toof bacteriolo-resperation at the and university libraries in New sored two teas at Balentine Hall this Oct. 22 Chi Omega Informal
Sigma Chi Informal
night.
meeting of the Society of Ameri- York city, collecting material for a week, one Wednesday for freshman
Bacteriologists at San Fran- book on the work of the American women living on campus, and one on Oct. 28 Senior Skull Stag Dance
can
There will be a brief business meetInformal
Kappa
Eta
Phi
A 0 Pi Informal
cisco. Mathew E. Highland, assist- press at the Paris peace conference. Thursday for women transfer students. Oct. 29 Alpha Gamma Rho Informal ing and an informal talk by Mr. Bliss,
closed
fraternity
Phi Eta Kappa
The annual Alpha Omicron Pi inAmong those of the College of
ant professor of bacteriology,
After a brief talk by the president
Alpha Tau Omega Informal who will tell about his work during his
formal dance was held last Friday at "Hell Week" with its Initiation In- worked in the laboratory and in Technology were Charles A. Braut- of each sorority, Wednesday afterBalentine Tea Dance
music
recent year's leave of absence. Rethe Penobscot Valley Country Club. formal, Saturday evening. The
the field for the National Canner's lecht, professor of chemistry and noon, tea was served by the vice presKappa Sigma Informal
Phi
his
and
Akins
Watie
by
will be served.
furnished
freshments
music.
was
the
furnished
conwas
Monoghan
Paul
idents, assisted by two representatives. Nov. 2 Masque
' Association, investigating problems chemical engineering, who
All electrical engineering students,
Dr. and Mrs. George McReynolds, orchestra.
of bacteriology in corn, peas, to- sultant for the construction of po- Those participating were:
Nov. 3 Masque
including freshmen, are urged to atProf. and Mrs. Spofford Kimball, Mr. Chaperons for the dance were Mrs. matoes, and other vegetables grown tato starch factories in Aroostook
Alpha Omicron Pi president, Lu- Nov. 4 Masque
tend.
and Mrs. James McClure, and Mr. Carrie L. Blanchard. house matron, in Maine New York, and certain county; Ralph A. Sawyer, assist- cille Fogg; vice president, Edna LouSigma Alpha Epsilon
and Mrs. William Wells were the Prof. and Mrs. Stanley M. Wallace, mid-western states. Winthrop C. ant professor of engineering draft- ise Harrison; representatives, Patricia
Informal
LESLIE LITTLE
chaperons. The committee in charge and Prof. and Mrs. Theodore S. Cur- Libby,assistant professor of agron- ing, who worked for the state de- Cliff and Elizabeth Emery. Delta Nov. 11 Delta Tau Delta Informal
(Continued from Page One)
was Catherine Cox, Margaret Hauck, tis.
Music Club Stag Dance
omy, conducted investigations in partment of health; and H. Walter Delta Delta president, Ferne Lunt;
and Joan Fates.
Those attending were James Ashby, Aroostook on potato culture in con- Leavitt, professor of highway en- vice president, Alice Ann Donovan;
Phi Gamma Delta Informal school in 1914. He has held several
Those attending were: Elnora Sav- Eunice Gale; William Treat, Elizabeth nection with his research studies gineering, who was consultant on representatives, Elizabeth Libbey and
Pi Beta Phi Informal
public offices, serving as state senator,
age, Maynard Files; Elizabeth Hol- I.ibbey; Kenneth Clark, Rachel Kent; for an advanced degree at Cornell. the construction of the Deer Isle Maxine Cates. Chi Omega president, Nov. 12 Colvin Informal
judge of the Augusta municipal court,
Phair;
Dorothy
Louise
Owens,
Edna
Robbins;
Informal
Thomas
president,
vice
Delta
Bernard
Mu
of
Phi
Parkman;
dam
mans,
Ethelyn
Among those of the faculty of the bridge, on the Mattacunk
and Attorney for Kennebec County.
Harrison, John Gowell; Lucille Fogg, Charles Weaver, Esther Drummond; College of Arts and Sciences, Prof. the Great Northern Paper Com- Margaret Hoxie; representatives, Be- Nov. lg Delta Delta Delta Informal
AlReed;
Corbett,
Carolyn
Barbara
Murray,
Gordon
and Anna Verrill.
Norman Marriner;
Phi Mu Informal
E. Faye Wilson, associate professor pany, and on the new athletic field atrice Gleason
Thomas Barker; Margaret Hauck, fred Brundage, Joanna Evans; HowXi Sigma Chi Stag Dance
Phi Mu, Alice Smith, substituting
government, contin- stand at the University.
and
history
of
Bickford;
Herbert Leonard; Eleanor Dougherty, ard Ehrlenbach, Frances
for Mary Ellen Buck, president; vice Nov. 19 Lambda Chi Alpha Informal
John
the
of
dehead
Bradt,
E.
of
Wilbur
works
on
research
her
ued
Sigma Nu Informal
Russell Leafe; Elizabeth Doble, Ed- John Marsh, Geraldine Demont; Wilof Garland, one of the first profes- partment of chemistry, continued president, Margaret Steinmetz; repward Larrabee; Lucille Bell, George liam Rader, Ruth Desjardins.
resentatives, Jean Grange and Wini- Dec. 2 Y.W.C.A. Stag Dance
manganese.
of
plating
on
research
University
the
at
rhetoric
of
sors
Grange; Dorothy Davis. Paul BilEdward Kozicky, Lucille Hall;
presi- Dec. 9 Military Ball
of Paris, at Widener library, Har- Prof. Bradt, Lawrence L. Osborn, fred Blanchard. Pi Beta Phi
lings.
0110,NO
Richard Akeley, Ernestine Carver;
president,
vice
Pierre;
St.
Janet
dent,
vard. She has already made studies instructor in chemistry, and Carl
There are eight naval reserve ofVirginia Maguire, Albert Doherty; Robert Johnston, Thelma Preble; in the British Museum, the Biblio- E. Otto, associate professor of Margaret Cheney; representatives,
Oct. 20
Thurs.,
colleges
U.S.
in
training units
Mary Burke, George Ellis; Dorothy Donald Smith, Mary Boone; Howard theque Nationale, and libraries in chemistry, attended the national Frances Violette and Virginia Jewett. ficers'
Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHaviland
(ACP)
universities.
and
MacBruce
Barry;
AshJeanette
Barbara
Whiten,
following
Leavitt;
the
afternoon
Thursday
Charles
Shiro,
in
Bruges, Geneva, and Rome. George meeting of the American Chemisecretaries and representatives served:
worth, James Harris; Elizabeth Luce, Kay, Eleanor Look; Earle Bessey,
A CROWD"
E. McReynolds, instructor in his- cal society at Milwaukee, where
"FOUR'S
Shirley
Spofford,
WyGerald
Paul
Sue Rose;
Omicron Pi secretary, Virginia
Earl Reed; Mary Oberley,
also
on Alpha
a
paper
delivered
•
Otto
his
and
continued
Prof.
government,
tory
Culbertson;
Helen
Maguire; representatives, Helen Bond
man; Marion Fitzgerald, John Derry; Perrin; John Dow,
Metro News, Comedy, Novelty
studies embodied in "Japan in methods of grading students' work
Starts Saturday
and Eunice Gale. Delta Delta Delta
Virginia Eddy, Rees Williams; Paul- Donald Perrin, Janet St. Pierre; AusMr.
Osin
of
Opinion"
chemistry.
analytical
which
Public
American
for 3 Days
secretary, Charlotte Currie; represenine Riley, Samuel Tracey; Eunice tin Parker, Barbara Perry; John EdFri. & Sat., Oct. 21-22
he is co-author with Elinor Tupper, born also attended the meeting of
tatives, Margaret Peaslee and Dorothy
The Ritz Brothers in
Gale, James Ashby; Lucy Cobb, Paul munds, Ferne Lunt; Kenneth RobertDURBIN
DEANNA
of
studying Japanese at the Univer- the Society for the Promotion
Phair. Chi Omega secretary, MargarBrown; Carolyn Calderwood, Clifford son, and Elizabeth .McAlary.
"STRAIGHT, PLACE
in
sity of Michigan under the auspic- Engineering Education at the Uni- et Maxwell; representatives, Elizabeth
Daigle; Margaret Jones, Joseph JohnAND SHOW"
"THAT CERTAIN AGE"
es of the Institue of Far Eastern versity of Texas, where Dean Paul Kruse and Lucie Pray.
FILM LIBRARY
with
Page One)
of
from
methods
paper
on
a
(Continued
read
Cloke
Studies.
Merman
ith
Richard Arlei SrEthel
Phi Mu secretary, Marjorie Coffee;
Ruth Green, William Wright; Alice
Jackie Cooper, Nancy Carroll
E. Clifford Nelson, assistant pro- instruction in electrical engineer- representatives, Joan and Mildred
News, Cartoon, "Fighting Devil
Rich, Jackie Sear!
Ann Donavan, George Grant; Marion sources, The Moon, The Wearing
Irene
Prot.
ing and presented a paper by
Dogs" No. 5
Chapman. Pi Beta Phi secretary,
Kiszonak, Robert Hussey; Mary Pi- Away of the Land, Energy and its fessor of zoology, carried on a Coe
A New Deanna
isradt on the connection between
Evangeline Anderson; representatives,
per, John Littlefield; Laura Chute, Transformation, Electrostatics, Elec- fund project, studying intestinal
The child you loved—now
Mon., Tues., Oct. 24-25
instruction in pulp and paper tech- Patricia Gogan and Marguerite Kyer.
George Jewett; Julia Moynihan, Rob- trodynamics, Electrons, Sound Waves parasitic protazoa at the Mt. Desert
grown into glorious girlhood
"THREE LOVES HAS
nology and the general course in
ert Hamilton; Elizabeth Cliff, Robert and Their Sources, Light Waves and Island Biological Laboratory. Noah
NANCY"
Mr. Cloke who recently
Loring To Speak at Unity
Robertson; Charlotte Hennessey, Their Uses, Oxidation and Reduction, R. Ryan, associate professor of chemistry.
with
fellow
of
the
to
grade
advanced
a
Donremade
study
of
Franck,
mathematics,
Elaine
Robie;
Frederick
Molecular Theory of Matter, and
Janet Gaynor, Robert Montof
Loring,
of
director
in
P.
ElecMr.
the
Institue
Fred
American
of
organization
college
mathemaald Moore.
Electrochemistry.
gomery, Franchot Tone
tics curricula in the Columbia trical Engineers, also attended the Short Courses, will be the guest speakEleanor Crockett, Edward Ladd;
Fri., Sat.
Comedy, Cartoon
News,
and
at
the
Son
at
organFather
er
Banquet
that
of
convention
national
University library. Reginald V.
Elizabeth Emery, Leon Breton; VirPATHOLOGY CLASS
Unity High School tonight.
Lew Ayres
(Continued from Page One)
Hobbah, instructor in economics, ization.
ginia Pease, John Haggett; Mary UpWed., Oct. 26
Lionel Barrymore
continued his studies in interstate
ton, Richard Quigley; Ruth Trickey,
Tonite is the Big Kite
in
George Stisulis; Pauline Davis, Floyd parative mental standard. So what freight rates towards an advanced
Don't Miss Out by not Being
Jackson; Ann Bartlettt, Thomas Ma- chance is there for a normal child? degree at the University of Chi"YOUNG DR.
Here!
comber; Mary Bearce, Merrill Thom- To see some of these individuals is cago. Milford E. Wence, instructor
KILDARE"
Showing
PROTECT YOUR EYES
many
too
that
know
to
but
enough,
bad
as; Elizabeth Reed, Earle Carleston.
in English, went to England, visit"KING OF ALCATRAZ"
SEE OUR NEW LAMP WITH
Elizabeth Kruse, Lauress Parlcman; others are doomed to be like them is ing places important in the history
with
Helen Philbrook, William Smart; really horrible.
Coming Monday
and literature of the British Isles.
Gail Patrick, Lloyd Nolan,
THE MAINE SEAL
Mary Scribner, Robert Brown; PrisHarry Carey
Adelbert W. Sprague, professor
RONALD COLMAN
cilla Bickford, Harry Nelson; Anna Hyland To Speak at Rockland and head of the department of mualso
in
Elsbeth
be
Szaniawski;
will
Miller, Edward
"Evergreen Trees in Maine"
Comedy, Cartoon. Robert
sic and conductor of the Bangor
.
e
gh
KING"
WERE
I
"IF
Frances
Johnson, Hartley Banton;
the subject of Professor Fay Hyland, Symphony Orchestra, toured the
Benchley
Rhoda, Maurice Elliott; Ruth Pagan, who speaks at the Rockland Garden music centers of Europe, hearing
2:30, 6:30, 8:30
daily,
3 shows
Joseph Hamlin; Marcia Finks, Allan Club on Tuesday, Oct. 25.
orchestral and operatic performFeature at 3:00, Y:00, 9:00
Rosenburg; Elizabeth Jones, Feliz
ances in Paris, Salzburg, Rome,
Golden.
and other cities. John F. Klein, asGertrude Tondreau, Robert Pierce; Loring; Catherine Cox, Merrill BradJane
Staples;
Grant
Pray,
Lucy
ford;
MilCutting;
Pauline Cooper, Roger
dred Walton, Frederick Patterson; Dyer, Roderick Gardner; Elizabeth
Elizabeth MacAlary, Kenneth Robert- Mulholland, Louis Bourgoin; Madeson; Constance Philbrook, William line Smart, Allan Goud; Frances SawHilton; Helen Wormwood, Malcolm yer, and Arthur Swett.
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(Cotatnued from Page One)
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Bangor Hydro Stores

OPERA HOUSE

OUR QUEST

for

SMARTNESS
PRODUCES

VARSITY - TOWN

SUITS
for college men

$30

AN It

$35

Pacemakers fir
smart .4mertca

We searched everywhere
to bring college men the
smartest suits available.
These are the tops in patterns, fabrics, and styles.
When you see them you'll

...Chesterfield writes it for
everybody who smokes em

agree that they're the best
you've seen anywhere.

FREESE'S
MEN'S SHOPS
I/cad quarters in Bangor for
• Phoenix Hose
•Dobbs Hats
• Arrow Shirts
•Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
• Munsingwear
• McGregor Sportswear

Copanght 1555.
Laaarrr & Magas
TOBACCO co.

It's pleasure you smoke for...
everybody knows that... and
it's pleasure you get in every
Chesterfield you light.
Chesterfields are milder and bettertasting and here's the big reason ...
It takes good things to make a
good product. In Chesterfield we
use the best ingredients a cigarette
can have... mild ripe tobaccos and
pure cigarette paper.

PAUL WIIITENIAN
Every Ikedarsday Evvoia:
GEORGE
GRACIE
ALLEN
BURNS
Every Friday Evening
All C. B. S. Stations
EDDIE DOOLEY
Football Highlights
Every Thursday and Saturday
51 Leading X. it. C. Stamm,

..with MORE PLEASURE
for millions

